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•

Key probes (Georgia Tech group)
• Trajectories of emerging nano‐science
• Nanotechnology enterprise and applications

•

Core resource
• Two‐stage bibliometric search method*
• Development of large
large‐scale
scale global datasets
o Nanotechnology publications (1+ million, 1990‐2010, including ~0.75 million
SCI)
o ~90,000
~90 000 PATSTAT (1990‐2009,
(1990 2009 as of 1/10)
o Updating of search approach (2011‐2012 – in process)

*Key Publication: Refining search terms for nanotechnology. Porter,
Youtie, Shapira, Schoeneck. J. NanoParticle Research, 2008.

Corporate shift to application

Industry shift from discovery to application
Ratio of corporate nano‐patent applications to corporate nano‐publications
SHIFTt =

PATSt
PUBSt

Increasing SHIFTt over time at
levels > 1 considered transition to
application of research for
technology development

Ratio based on patent
applications on all
patent offices, U.S. and
foreign companies

Ratio based on WIPO
patents, overall corporate
activity
Source: Georgia Tech Global Nano Databases.

Corporate nanotechnology: Probes

Nanotechnology Corporate Panel
Tracking firm‐level innovation activity over time

•

Panel of 500 firms, 250 U.S. firms (125 large, 125 SMEs) and 250 non‐US matches

•

S l i criteria,
Selection
i i 1st stage (U.S.
(U S fi
firms))
– Large firms: Top 125 firms, 2010 EU Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard filtered on
nanotechnology activity
– SMEs: random selection with replacement of non‐large firms (w/
( / 4+
publications/patents) from Georgia Tech global nano database

• Data development
– Company names clean up (Vantage Point)
– Company confirmation: enterprise, employment, firm is active
– Latest employee
p y data, classification in 6 broad sectors
– Other sources: D&B million dollar database, USA Reference database, BusinessWeek
company profiles, company websites

• Results
– Visualization: full corporate panel
– Modeling: Nanotechnology small and medium‐sized enterprises (nano SMEs)

Corporate nanotechnology: Netw
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Note: the chart shows co‐assignee relationships for panel firms; based on patent applications in all patent offices.
Source: Georgia Tech Global Nano Database
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Corporate nanotechnology: SMEs

SME Dynamism (US Panel)

The process of random selection with replacement of 125 active non‐large firms
yields 66 non‐large firms that are either out of business or were acquired

Understanding firm‐level strategies and positioning for
SME nanotechnology commercialization

Key research questions
 How can we explain the shift from research to patent applications at
the
h llevell off the
h firm?
fi ? (Shapira,
(Sh i YYoutie,
i K
Kay 2010;
2010 Autio
A i 2003;
2003
Schmoch 2007)
 Does funding serve as a pathway for commercialization in
nanotechnology? (Lerner 1999, Toole and Czarnitzki 2005)
 Are trademarks associated with patenting in nanotechnology? (OECD
2009, Schmoch 2003)
 Are external and internal knowledge sources important in patenting
in nanotechnology? (March 1991, Katila and Ahuja 2002, Rogers
2003)
 Are there size or industry sector differences among nano SMEs in
patenting?

Modelingg SME commercialization
Zero‐inflated negative binomial regression (ZINB)
We model firms’ patent counts as the function:

PATSi = ƒ (TMi , COLi , SBIRi , AGEi , SIZEi , SECTi )
and hypothesize that zero counts are ƒ

(PUBSi )

Where:
PATSi

patent applications of firm i

PUBSi

scientific publications of firm i

TMi

live trademarks of firm i

SBIRi

whether firm i has had SBIR funding

COLi

whether firm i has had collaborations:
COLi = (CCORPi , COTHERi )

AGEi

age of firm i

SIZEi

represents firm i employment

SECTi

dummies for six broader sectors:

SECTi = (Si1, Si2, … , Si5)

Predicted effects on firm’s patents
(symbolic coefficients shown)
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Corporate shift to application

Key Results
• Corporate shift from discovery to application is underway
• Large corporations and many SMEs engaged in nanotechnology
are networked with research centers and other companies
• US nanotechnology knowledge networks engage both US and
international companies with operations in the US
• Large firms are consistent in patenting/publishing in
nanotechnology; SMEs more likely to engage in bursts of
activity
• SMEs that are younger,
younger larger,
larger SBIR recipients are more likely to
be engaged in recent rounds of nano patent applications
• Sectoral differences distinguish initial corporate entry but do
not distinguish the likelihood of current SME patenting activity

Next Steps
Next Steps
• Extend and expand corporate nanotechnology panel
• Track unstructured ((e.g.,
g , websites)) and structured data
sources to incorporate additional variables (e.g.,
technologies/products, R&D activity, use of standards,
private financing, commercialization, acquisition, EHS)
• Twin focus on identifying:
– Commercialization for mass applications
– Growth of corporate interest in new transformational applications

 Your comments are welcome
 More information:
www.nanopolicy.gatech.edu
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